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CSCI 331:  Operating Systems
Homeworks #6 and #7

Homework #6
Due 13 April

You're already seen how the program oslook can be used to look at the operating system kernel
via dbx.  oslook can also be used to invoke the Ultrix program crash if you type:

/usr/local/etc/oslook crash

The homework assignment is to use crash via oslook is generate a list of the direct data blocks
for the directory file /tmp.  Turn in sufficient evidence to prove your case.  Be sure to mention
which machine you used, as the data blocks used by /tmp will be different on the various
workstations.

All the information you need can be obtained by executing ``man crash''. 

Homework #7
Due 27 April

The program contained in the file /users/brock/331/sesame is a set-uid executable which,
if exec()'ed properly and tended by a parent process willing to cater to its various whims, will
write your name into the file /users/brock/331/THE.LIST.  The C source code for sesame
is stored in the file /users/brock/331/sesame.c.

Your assignment is to write a program which exec()'s sesame in such a manner that you name
will be written into THE.LIST.

Advice:  You better get started working on this tomorrow. Start by printing all the man pages for the
system calls and library routines of sesame you don't understand.  Only about 40 lines of C code
are required, but several minutes may be required for each line.

P.S.:  I've given assignments like this four times in the past.  Oddly enough, some students enjoy it
so much that they come back following semesters and do the assignment for fun in competitions to
see who gets into THE.LIST first.

Unix system programmer ratings
Done by 13 April Wizard
Done by 20 April Sorcerer
Done by 27 April Sorcerer's Apprentice
Done by 4 May Mickey Mouse

 


